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**NEW XD MOD.2™ Sub-Compact FDE**

**FEEL THE DIFFERENCE**

With a history of innovation and shooter-centric XD™ design, Springfield Armory® has left an indelible mark on the world of polymer framed handguns designed and engineered with its Point & Shoot Ergonomics™. In the course of a little more than a decade, the First Name in American Firearms has proven without a doubt that the shooting experience can be continually improved. Having achieved so much, some might be content to sit back and enjoy the fruits of their labor. But at Springfield Armory®, our ethos is one of a tireless, dogged pursuit of betterment. That’s why we are proud to introduce the XD® Mod.2™ Sub-Compact.

Mod.2™ is the refinement of a classic, a distillation of greatness. Those things that made the XD® what it is remain and are amplified, revised or improved in order to bring you the next step in the evolution of the polymer framed pistol.

In Mod.2™, shooters will find that critical aspects of the design have been fine-tuned. Mod.2™ ergonomics are a next-level experience that you have to feel to believe and understand. The entire interface between the shooter and the gun has been updated, while retaining the Point & Shoot Ergonomics™ that made it famous. Key features have been tweaked and enhanced to further enable effortless shooting. And you’ll find that the overall package is now more concealable as well.

So whether you’re a long-time XD® aficionado or you’re in the market for the best solution to shooting comfort, concealability and increased magazine capacity you’ll want to pick up the new XD® Mod.2™ Sub-Compact.

### 9MM Flat Dark Earth - XDG9801FDEhC

- **CALIBER:** 9MM
- **WEIGHT:** 26OZ W/ EMPTY FLUSH MAG / 27OZ W/ EMPTY FULL SIZE MAG
- **LENGTH:** 6.25”
- **HEIGHT:** 4.75” W/ FLUSH MAG / 5.5” W/ FULL SIZE MAG
- **BARREL:** 3” HAMMER FORGED, CARBON STEEL, MELONITE® / 1:10 RH
- **ZONE 1**
  - Zone One features a firm anti-slip surface texture on the front and back straps of the pistol. This texture enables positive hand to pistol engagement with the corresponding, more sensitive parts of the hand.
- **ZONE 2**
  - Zone Two is more aggressively textured, yet comfortable. This Zone is intended to make contact where maximum friction is needed. Zone Two does the most to keep the pistol in place and under control during recoil.
- **ZONE 3**
  - Zone Three covers all other areas of the frame. This moderately textured surface supplements the performance of Zones One and Two, creating an incredibly comfortable overall effect you have to feel to believe.

### .40SW Flat Dark Earth - XDG9802FDEhC

- **CALIBER:** .40SW
- **WEIGHT:** 26OZ W/ EMPTY FLUSH MAG / 27OZ W/ EMPTY FULL SIZE MAG
- **LENGTH:** 6.25”
- **HEIGHT:** 4.75” W/ FLUSH MAG / 5.5” W/ FULL SIZE MAG
- **BARREL:** 3” HAMMER FORGED, CARBON STEEL, MELONITE® / 1:10 RH

### .45ACP Flat Dark Earth - XDG9845FDEhC

- **CALIBER:** .45ACP
- **WEIGHT:** 26OZ W/ EMPTY FLUSH MAG / 27OZ W/ EMPTY FULL SIZE MAG
- **LENGTH:** 6.5”
- **HEIGHT:** 4.75” W/ FLUSH MAG / 5.5” W/ FULL SIZE MAG
- **BARREL:** 3.3” HAMMER FORGED, CARBON STEEL, MELONITE® / 1:16 RH

### SIGHTS:
- **3-DOT IRON W/ FIBER OPTIC FRONT & WHITE DOT REAR**
- **FRAME:** FLAT DARK EARTH POLYMER
- **SLIDE:** FORGED MELONITE® CARBON STEEL

ACTUAL SIZE
NEW

4" SERVICE MODEL

For those looking for a handgun equally at home in a concealed holster, at home, or on the shooting range, we offer the XD® Mod.2™ 4-inch Service Model. Large enough for a full grip, yet slim enough to carry concealed, the Service model covers all of the defensive handgun bases.

New for 2016, we’re continuing to offer the Service model in 9mm black and two-tone finishes, but we are also adding the ever-popular .40SW option for those who prefer that their calibers start with a “four.” The new fortys also include two magazines in the box, and each packs 12 rounds of .40SW plus an extra in the chamber.

Like all XD®, the Mod.2™ Service model is loaded with safety features. The striker status indicator, loaded chamber indicator, grip safety, internal striker block, and the ultra safety assurance (USA) action trigger system™ all work to make the XD® Mod.2™ Service model a safe pistol for carry or home.

Even though the Service model has more to hang on to, we’re intent on making it the most controllable pistol in its class, and that requires smart design. Our High-Hand™ cutouts on the back of the grip and behind the trigger allow you to put support near the bore line to minimize muzzle flip. Carefully shaped thumb depressions provide maximum hand-to-frame contact. The result is a handgun that is managed by the shooter – not the other way around.

The new GripZone® contours and texturing are specifically designed to provide maximum purchase at specific points where your hands and fingers require the most contact. Three different textures provide the friction needed without painful overkill. To us, it’s all about using the perfect material, in exactly the right place, to achieve the desired result.

When it comes to choosing a pistol to meet a wide variety of needs, take your pick from one of the new Mod.2™ 4-inch Service models.
BARREL: 5” hammer forged, carbon steel, melonite® / 1:10 rh
SIGHTS: 3-dot iron w/ fiber optic front & white dot rear
Grip WIDTH: 1.19”
FRAME: Black Polymer
SLIDE: Forged Stainless Steel or Melonite® Carbon Steel
CALIBER: 9MM
MAGAZINES: 2 - 16 round (10 round available)
WEIGHT: 29oz w/ empty magazine
LENGTH: 8.3”
HEIGHT: 5.5”

When it comes to security for you and your family, there’s rarely a concern over having too much ammo on hand. The XD® Mod.2™ 5” Tactical Model packs 16 rounds of 9MM ammo in each of its two included stainless steel magazines. While it’s a double stack design, it’s not too thick to carry like so many of our competitors’ models. Measuring just 1.2 inches wide, it is barely wider than single stack pistols with far lower capacity. A pistol with a healthy sight radius is easier to shoot under stress, and that’s why we’ve chosen to fit the Mod.2™ Tactical Model with a full five-inch hammer forged carbon steel barrel. It’s treated with melonite® to stand up to moisture, sweat, and other undesirable conditions over the long haul. The slide takes most of the day to day wear and tear, so we’ve made sure to construct that from Melonite®-treated carbon steel too. While we always recommend properly caring for your handgun, the Mod.2™ Tactical isn’t one that will require babying. This combat-ready gun is designed to be used, not left in the safe.

Fast and accurate shooting requires control, so we’ve included all of the Mod.2™ enhancements. Springfield High Hand™ grip near the beavertail and below the trigger guard allow you to put support close to the bore line to minimize muzzle flip. The new GripZone® contours and texturing are specifically designed to provide maximum purchase at specific points where your hands and fingers require the most contact. Three different textures provide the friction needed without painful overkill.

Our customers have responded very positively to the lightning fast sight combination of fiber optic front paired with a low profile combat rear sight, so you’ll find that combination on the Mod.2™ 5” Tactical model too. If you prefer different sighting options, that’s no problem – dozens of aftermarket sights fit our standard dovetail cuts.

Check out the enhancements to our Point and Shoot Ergonomics™ that made the XD® famous.
How do you make the most concealable full-power pistol even better? Offer it in all major self-defense calibers, that’s how.

When the Springfield Armory® XD-S® arrived on the scene in 9mm and .45ACP, its sleek profile quickly made it the pistol to beat for concealed carry. The thin, single-stack design allows it to melt into the body when carried, yet it’s shockingly easy to control. Even those with larger hands can get most of three fingers on the grip.

Practice is everything, so rather than go for uncomfortably and uncontrollably small, we aimed to create a handgun that’s easy and pleasurable to shoot while still offering amazing concealment. You’ll enjoy your range time with the XD-S® and become a better shooter as a result.

For 2016, we’re introducing the XD-S® in the ever-popular .40SW, so you can choose the mix of power and capacity that makes you comfortable. Like the originals, the new XD-S® .40SW comes with both flush (six-round) and Mid-Mag (seven-round) magazines, so capacity of the new .40SW model sits right between that of the 9mm and .45ACP XD-S®.

We’ve designed the XD-S® to fit you – not the other way around. Interchangeable backstraps customize grip circumference. We even include matching magazine sleeves so the Mid-Mag (7 Round) fits seamlessly too.

The sights are designed for speed with a fiber-optic front sight that leaps into the sight picture. Don’t like the color? That’s OK, we include green and red tubes – take your pick. The rear combat-profile sight offers a simple notch so there are no distractions to divert attention from the front sight.

Put it in your holster, and you’ll find that it’s Noticeably Unnoticeable™.

**Noticeably Unnoticeable**

How do you make the most concealable full-power pistol even better? Offer it in all major self-defense calibers, that’s how.

When the Springfield Armory® XD-S® arrived on the scene in 9mm and .45ACP, its sleek profile quickly made it the pistol to beat for concealed carry. The thin, single-stack design allows it to melt into the body when carried, yet it’s shockingly easy to control. Even those with larger hands can get most of three fingers on the grip.

Practice is everything, so rather than go for uncomfortably and uncontrollably small, we aimed to create a handgun that’s easy and pleasurable to shoot while still offering amazing concealment. You’ll enjoy your range time with the XD-S® and become a better shooter as a result.

For 2016, we’re introducing the XD-S® in the ever-popular .40SW, so you can choose the mix of power and capacity that makes you comfortable. Like the originals, the new XD-S® .40SW comes with both flush (six-round) and Mid-Mag (seven-round) magazines, so capacity of the new .40SW model sits right between that of the 9mm and .45ACP XD-S®.

We’ve designed the XD-S® to fit you – not the other way around. Interchangeable backstraps customize grip circumference. We even include matching magazine sleeves so the Mid-Mag (7 Round) fits seamlessly too.

The sights are designed for speed with a fiber-optic front sight that leaps into the sight picture. Don’t like the color? That’s OK, we include green and red tubes – take your pick. The rear combat-profile sight offers a simple notch so there are no distractions to divert attention from the front sight.

Put it in your holster, and you’ll find that it’s Noticeably Unnoticeable™.
How do you make a great concealed carry gun even better? You add laser sighting capability without negating any of the benefits that helped make it great in the first place. A laser allows you to make fast hits in low light conditions and enables accurate shooting from non-traditional positions. If the dot is on target, you’re good to go.

We’ve partnered with industry leader Crimson Trace® to offer the Springfield Armory® XD-S® with the Crimson Trace® Laserguard® in one convenient package. This tiny bundle of life-saving technology closely follows the contours of the XD-S® frame, so it doesn’t add unnecessary bulk. Better yet, activation of the laser is passive and instinctive via a small push pad that shines the laser immediately on taking a firing grip — no distractions or switches to remember in the heat of the moment.

Oh, and due to the use of advanced polymer construction, there’s no weight penalty. Where the standard XD-S® 9mm weighs in at 22 ounces unloaded, the laser integrated model tips the scales at just 23.

For traditional sighting in daylight conditions, we chose the same fiber optic front sight and low profile combat rear sight that’s so popular on the original XD-S® models. So take your pick, day or night.

Everything else in this small, yet powerful, self-defense package is all classic XD-S®. It’s every bit as slender as the original, yet packs in the 3.3” hammer forged barrel, forged steel slide with Melonite® treatment, and interchangeable backstraps.

The XD-S® 3.3” Single Stack Crimson Trace® model is intended to be the ideal concealed carry gun, so as you’d expect, two magazines are in the box. The flush magazine packs seven rounds of 9mm (5 rounds for the .45 acp model) while the Mid Mag adds one extra to each caliber.

With the XD-S® Crimson Trace® Laserguard® edition, there’s no excuse not to have every advantage.
### XD(M) 4.5" Threaded Barrel

Now Springfield Armory® brings you the sound of silence. Right out of the box, the XD(M)® 4.5” Full Size Threaded Barrel is prepared for attachment of your favorite handgun suppressor.

The 5.28” barrel extends over ¾” from the front of the slide, so no suppressor threading adapter is required, and the threading cuts are standard at ½” x 28 (9mm) and 578" x 28 (.45ACP) threads per inch. For unsuppressed shooting, we include a finely serrated thread protector cap that’s easy to install and remove without tools.

The front sight post is extended, rising .365” above the top of the slide. That leaves plenty of clearance to easily see the three dot sights over most any suppressor body. The suppressor height rear sight features a square notch flanked by two white dots. To reduce glare, the back surfaces of the front and rear sights are finely serrated. The bottom line? With the XD(M)® Threaded Barrel model, there’s no longer reason to “shoot through” the obstruction of the suppressor body.

Both 9mm and .45ACP models are available with an attractive flat dark earth polymer frame while the forged carbon steel slides are treated with Melonite®. They’re lookers, no doubt about that.

Like the standard 4.5” XD(M)® pistol, the XD(M)® 4.5” Full Size Threaded Barrel includes all that you would expect from an XD(M)® including a match grade hammer forged barrel, interchangeable backstraps, and classic XD(M)® Point and Shoot Ergonomics™.

We help you spend more quiet time on the range by including three magazines – 19-round for the 9mm and 13-rounders for the .45ACP.

The new XD(M)® 4.5” Full Size Threaded has everything you want and need in a pistol – and now you can enjoy the silence.

### Technical Specifications

#### 9mm
- **Caliber:** 9mm
- **Magazines:** 3 - 19 Round
- **Weight:** 29oz w/ Empty Mag
- **Length:** 8.25”
- **Height:** 6”
- **Barrel:** 5.28” / 5.34” with Thread Protector, Hammer Forged, Carbon Steel, Melonite®, Threaded (.5’’ x 28”) / 1:10 RH
- **Sights:** 3-Dot Iron with White Dot, Front & Rear, Suppressor Height
- **Frame:** Flat Dark Earth Polymer
- **Slide:** Forged Melonite® Carbon Steel
- **Sight Radius:** 6.6”

#### .45ACP
- **Caliber:** .45ACP
- **Magazines:** 3 - 13 Round (10 Round Available)
- **Weight:** 31oz w/ Empty Mag
- **Length:** 8.4”
- **Height:** 6”
- **Barrel:** 5.28” / 5.34” with Thread Protector, Hammer Forged, Carbon Steel, Melonite®, Threaded (.5’’ x 28”) / 1:16 RH
- **Sights:** 3-Dot Iron with White Dot, Front & Rear, Suppressor Height
- **Frame:** Flat Dark Earth Polymer
- **Slide:** Forged Melonite® Carbon Steel
- **Sight Radius:** 6.75”

#### Standard 4.5” XD(M)® 9mm
- **Caliber:** 9mm
- **Magazines:** 3 - 19 Round
- **Weight:** 29oz w/ Empty Mag
- **Length:** 8.25”
- **Height:** 6”
- **Barrel:** 5.28” / 5.34” with Thread Protector, Hammer Forged, Carbon Steel, Melonite®, Threaded (.5’’ x 28”) / 1:10 RH
- **Sights:** 3-Dot Iron with White Dot, Front & Rear, Suppressor Height
- **Frame:** Flat Dark Earth Polymer
- **Slide:** Forged Melonite® Carbon Steel
- **Sight Radius:** 6.6”

#### Standard 4.5” XD(M)® .45ACP
- **Caliber:** .45ACP
- **Magazines:** 3 - 13 Round (10 Round Available)
- **Weight:** 31oz w/ Empty Mag
- **Length:** 8.4”
- **Height:** 6”
- **Barrel:** 5.28” / 5.34” with Thread Protector, Hammer Forged, Carbon Steel, Melonite®, Threaded (.5’’ x 28”) / 1:16 RH
- **Sights:** 3-Dot Iron with White Dot, Front & Rear, Suppressor Height
- **Frame:** Flat Dark Earth Polymer
- **Slide:** Forged Melonite® Carbon Steel
- **Sight Radius:** 6.75”

#### XD(M)® Threaded Barrel
- **Caliber:** 9mm, .45ACP
- **Magazines:** 3 - 19 Round, 3 - 13 Round (10 Round Available)
- **Weight:** 31oz w/ Empty Mag
- **Length:** 8.4”
- **Height:** 6”
- **Barrel:** 5.28” / 5.34” with Thread Protector, Hammer Forged, Carbon Steel, Melonite®, Threaded (.5’’ x 28”) / 1:10 RH, 1:16 RH
- **Sights:** 3-Dot Iron with White Dot, Front & Rear, Suppressor Height
- **Frame:** Flat Dark Earth Polymer
- **Slide:** Forged Melonite® Carbon Steel
- **Sight Radius:** 6.6”
For over 100 years, the 1911 pistol design has earned high praise for its near-perfect ergonomics, reliability, and effectiveness.

Springfield Armory® engineered the original EMP® with an all-new patented short action. Seventeen re-designed parts later, the EMP® came out a smaller, more comfortable, and more concealable package optimized for the smaller 9MM and .40SW calibers. Among the community of those who know, it has earned a reputation as one of the most shootable compact pistols ever.

The all-new 4” Lightweight Champion™ offers a longer four-inch barrel that presents increased sight radius and more practical accuracy. Let’s not forget the extra velocity the longer barrel adds to any given cartridge.

Better yet, the EMP® 4” offers an extra half inch of height, providing plenty of room for a strong and positive grip. The EMP® 4” is loaded with extras like a fiber optic front sight and two-dot, low-profile combat rear sight for effortless target acquisition. Ambidextrous safety levers, a match-grade barrel, and Posi-Lok™ grip texture to the front strap add extra high value benefits for the serious shooter.

Not only is the new EMP® 4” a controllable gun, it packs ten rounds (in 9mm) plus one more in the chamber. That’s in a slender single stack pistol, not a thicker double stack design. In fact, the new EMP® 4” offers the same reduced grip circumference that made the original so successful.

Looks aren’t everything, but the Cocobolo wood grips and two-tone forged stainless steel slide and black anodized aluminum (9MM) or Carbon Steel Black Armory Kote™ (.40SW) frame make the EMP® a looker sure to turn heads at the range. But you know it’s what’s under the covers that counts.

While the EMP® 4” might be the perfect carry gun, it’s new size makes it ideal for home defense, concealed carry or a little fun at the range. Pick one up at your local gun store. You’ll feel the difference.
When we introduced the 1911 Range Officer® for the competitive shooter, we were surprised at the response. Serious shooters who care about the details welcomed the precision features that made the Range Officer® perform far beyond its price tag.

We insisted on the best components and manufacturing techniques, like forged national match frames and slides, both features found on our top end 1911 models. A gun is only as good as its barrel, so we didn’t skimp there either. We added a national match stainless steel barrel and precisely fit bushing for maximum accuracy.

Many of those competition gun customers couldn’t help wonder why we didn’t make a self-defense version of the 1911 Range Officer®, so we did – in both 9mm and .45 ACP calibers.

New for 2016 is the 1911 Range Officer® Operator® model. We’ve kept the same great “under the hood” features that made the original Range Officer® great, but added features to turn this pistol into a formidable self-defense pistol for carry or home use.

The five-inch barrel provides an extended sight radius, making your job of getting fast hits on target even easier. Speaking of sights, the front is a fiber optic tube while the rear is a low profile combat style that won’t snag during the draw.

There’s no reason a functional combat gun can’t look good. The 1911 Range Officer® Operator® sports a parkerized finish that looks sharp and will ward off corrosion and rust. Checkered Cocobolo grips provide a firm hold without shredding carry holsters and clothes.

Serious 1911 fighting features are all there too. The classic flat mainspring housing is checkered for positive grip, and the extended beavertail safety includes a memory bump for positive activation. Add a long aluminum match grade trigger, skeletonized hammer, and picatinny rail for light or laser and this pistol is good to go.

When it’s time to get down to business, place your trust in a gun that’s built for the task. Try the Range Officer® Operator®. Are You Ready?™

**NEW**

- **BARREL**: 5” STAINLESS STEEL MATCH GRADE / 1:16 LH
- **SIGHTS**: 3-DOT IRON W/ FIBER OPTIC FRONT & WHITE DOT REAR
- **Grip Width**: 1.32”
- **SLIDE**: FORGED CARBON STEEL, PARKERIZED
- **FRAME**: FORGED CARBON STEEL, PARKERIZED
- **MAGAZINES**: 2 - 7 ROUND
- **WEIGHT**: 40 OZ W/ EMPTY MAGAZINE
- **LENGTH**: 8.6”
- **HEIGHT**: 5.5”

**9MM - PI9130LP**

- **CALIBER**: 9MM
- **BARREL**: 5” STAINLESS STEEL MATCH GRADE, FULLY SUPPORTED RAMP / 1:16 LH
- **SIGHTS**: 3-DOT IRON W/ FIBER OPTIC FRONT & WHITE DOT REAR
- **Grip Width**: 1.32”
- **SLIDE**: FORGED CARBON STEEL, PARKERIZED
- **FRAME**: FORGED CARBON STEEL, PARKERIZED
- **MAGAZINES**: 2 - 9 ROUND
- **WEIGHT**: 41 OZ W/ EMPTY MAGAZINE
- **LENGTH**: 8.6”
- **HEIGHT**: 5.5”

**.45ACP - PI9131LP**

- **CALIBER**: .45ACP
- **BARREL**: 5” STAINLESS STEEL MATCH GRADE / 1:16 LH
- **SIGHTS**: 3-DOT IRON W/ FIBER OPTIC FRONT & WHITE DOT REAR
- **Grip Width**: 1.32”
- **SLIDE**: FORGED CARBON STEEL, PARKERIZED
- **FRAME**: FORGED CARBON STEEL, PARKERIZED
- **MAGAZINES**: 2 - 7 ROUND
- **WEIGHT**: 40 OZ W/ EMPTY MAGAZINE
- **LENGTH**: 8.6”
- **HEIGHT**: 5.5”
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For shooters who need a competition 1911, the Range Officer® from Springfield Armory® offers finely tuned performance without breaking the bank. The Range Officer® brings the precision of a competition pistol in a simple and straightforward configuration.

The Range Officer® has the same quality forged national match frame and slide as the Trophy Match™ and TRP™ 1911s. It gets the same precision fit as these pistols, too. Add in the same national match stainless steel barrel and bushing, and you have a pistol that shoots well beyond its price tag. The Range Officer® is topped with a fully-adjustable rear target sight, so you have maximum flexibility. The beavertail grip safety, extended lightweight trigger and checkered flat mainspring housing allow the pistol to sit in your hand comfortably for long periods of time at the range. The extended thumb safety keeps things simple and functional. It all adds up to a pistol that will let you seriously compete in a variety of matches.

If you want to get into the game and bring a gun that will surprise you with its performance, try the Range Officer®. Are you ready?™

9MM - P9122LP
.45ACP - P9124LP
Back in the day, you had to make two purchases to obtain a top-notch 1911 pistol. The first was the gun itself. The second check went to your gunsmith, who set about performing a series of customizations to make that “new” gun sing.

Because Loaded doesn’t have to reflect the status of your wallet, Springfield Armory® has developed a family of 1911 pistols that already have the customizations that make a 1911 pistol great. We’ve already included things like ambidextrous thumb safeties, extended beavertail grip safeties with memory bumps, lightweight Delta™ hammers, and extended triggers.

Because everyone’s definition of Loaded is a little different, we now offer six different models in the Loaded series, each with its unique set of features. Want to squeeze an extra round in the magazine? Check out the LB Operator®. Or maybe you prefer a more portable Loaded model? Take a look at the Lightweight Operator®. Its forged aluminum alloy frame shaves over one-half pound of weight. Prefer a traditional dust cover? Consider the Parkerized, Stainless Steel, and Crimson Trace® models. For more tactical roles, the Marine Corps Operator®, LB Operator®, and Lightweight Operator® offer Picatinny rails for accessory attachment.

New for 2016 is the 1911 Loaded Parkerized pistol with Crimson Trace® Lasergrips®. The low-profile grip replacements have no impact on holster selection, so choose your favorite Government size carry rig.

Like its siblings in the loaded series, the 1911 Loaded Parkerized pistol with Crimson Trace® Lasergrips® is a standard full-sized model, complete with a five-inch stainless steel match grade barrel. On this one, both frame and slide are forged from carbon steel and Parkerized.

Whether you care about size, weight, accessories or finish, there’s a Loaded model with the same attention to detail we put into every one of our 1911’s that doesn’t require the same status in your wallet.
BRING ENOUGH GUN—ANY MISSION, ANY CONDITION, ANY Foe AT ANY RANGE.

For over 230 years, the name Springfield Armory® has been associated with proven combat arms. This storied tradition continues with the all-new SOCOM 16 CQB. A modernized descendant of the distinguished M14 and M1A™ rifles, the SOCOM 16 CQB is designed for serious defensive use as its Close Quarters Battle name implies. Nearly ten inches shorter than the M1A™ standard model, the CQB offers quick and easy handling for defensive use indoors or out. The authoritative 308 chambering with optional 20-round magazines won’t leave you wanting more fight-stopping effectiveness.

If you’re looking for a defensive rifle, you’ll find the CQB outfitted right out of the box with the features that can make all the difference when it counts. The adjustable buttstock, with 5 position length and 2 position adjustable cheek piece, is mounted on a standard AR-type commercial buffer tube, so you can always choose the perfect stock for your needs from hundreds of AR-compatible stocks. The AK-style pistol grip places the exact grip angle and distance desired between the hand and trigger, and the CQB accepts any standard AK-style replacement.

The CQB stands ready for the addition of your favorite gear with the M-Lok compatible system. One seven-slot and two three-slot rail segments, factory installed, that can be mounted at the three, six, or nine o’clock positions. Also there is a fixed top rail that provides the perfect location for a scout optic should your needs dictate engaging from a distance.

Out of the box, you’ll be ready to fit your target quickly day or night. An XS post front sight with tritium insert appears effortlessly through the aperture rear sight, and an optional factory CQB rifle comes equipped with a proprietary Springfield Armory® clip guide red dot mount with a Vortex® Venom Red Dot sight which enables fast target acquisition indoors or out.

Not to leave out the finishing touches, we’ve packaged this new SOCOM 16 CQB in a custom ballistic nylon tactical case complete with internal supports, owners manual storage, and pockets for up to three magazines.

When it comes to protecting the ones you love, trust the First Name in American Firearms, Springfield Armory®.

For over 230 years, the name Springfield Armory® has been associated with proven combat arms. This storied tradition continues with the all-new SOCOM 16 CQB. A modernized descendant of the distinguished M14 and M1A™ rifles, the SOCOM 16 CQB is designed for serious defensive use as its Close Quarters Battle name implies.
When our troops need more power at longer range, they set the small caliber rifles aside and reach into the armory for a tried and proven M14. There’s just not much ambiguity about the heavier and more powerful 7.62x51mm (.308 Win) cartridge combined with the battle-proven M14 design.

For the commercial market, we’ve gone ahead and added all the features those soldiers might have wanted to find and put them in the civilian-legal, semi-automatic M1A™ Loaded rifle.

Still chambered in the potent 7.62x51mm (.308 Win) caliber, the M1A™ Loaded packs everything you need for precision shooting whether that be on the competition firing line or in the field.

Accuracy starts with the bore, so we’ve built the Loaded with a 22” stainless steel or carbon steel national match barrel. A 1:11” right-hand twist rate with six grooves optimizes stability for match grade ammunition. To make sure all is perfect, we even air gauge the barrel to guarantee consistency.

Getting a crisp sight picture is easy with the M1A™ Loaded. The front National Match sight blade measures .062” and pairs with an adjustable .052 rear aperture. The flat dark earth adjustable stock isn’t your father’s walnut. The length of pull and cheek weld are easily adjustable while a generous swelled pistol grip offers a flat base for firing hand stability.

While a rifle may be accurate, it’s hard to derive maximum performance without a quality trigger — that’s the last point of interface between the shooter’s skills and the result on target. For that reason, we include a two-stage, National Match tuned trigger that breaks between 4.5 and 5 pounds. It’s heavy enough for duty use, but light and crisp for the competitive circuit.

BRING ENOUGH GUN. ANY MISSION, ANY CONDITION, ANY FOE AT ANY RANGE.

CALIBER: 7.62 NATO (.308 Win)  WEIGHT: 11.25 lbs  LENGTH: 45” - 46.25”  MAGAZINES: 1 - 10 round, Parkerized steel

BARREL: 22”; button rifled; 1 in 11” twist; RH; 6-groove national match med. weight; SS or Parkerized carbon steel

SIGHTS: FRONT: NATIONAL MATCH .062” BLADE  REAR: NM GRADE (NON HOODED .052”) APERTURE WITH 1/2 MOA ADJUSTMENT FOR WINDAGE AND MOA FOR ELEVATION

MP9820  MP9220

NEW

MP9820  MP9220
When the Springfield Armory® XD®-S arrived on the scene in 9mm and .45ACP, its svelte profile quickly made it the pistol to beat for concealed carry. The thin, single-stack design allows it to melt into the body when carried, yet it’s shockingly easy to control. Even those with larger hands can get most of three fingers on the grip.

Practice is everything, so rather than go for uncomfortably and uncontrollably small, we aimed to create a handgun that’s easy and pleasurable to shoot while still offering amazing concealment. You’ll enjoy your range time with the XD®-S and become a better shooter as a result.

For 2016, we’re introducing the XD®-S in the ever-popular .40SW, so you can choose the mix of power and capacity that makes you comfortable. Like the originals, the new XD®-S comes with both flush (six-round) and mid-Mag (seven-round) magazines, so capacity of the new .40SW model sits right between that of the 9MM and .45ACP XD®-S.

To make the XD®-S durable, yet portable, we used the right materials for the job. The black polymer frame saves weight while the forged stainless steel or carbon steel slide and Melonite® hammer forged barrel put strength where it’s needed most.

Like the originals, you can get your own XD®-S in either 9MM or .45ACP. If you’re a 9MM aficionado, you’ll enjoy seven rounds using the flush magazine and eight rounds in the Mid-Mag configuration. The .45ACP pistol provides five and six, plus one in the chamber - of course.

Put an XD®-S single stack in your hand today, and you’ll want to shoot it. Put it in your holster, and you’ll find that it’s Noticeably Nnnoticeable™.

In 2013, the XD®-S took the shooting world by storm and quickly became recognized as one of the most controllable, yet concealable, carry pistols ever. That wasn’t good enough for us, so we decided to make it better. How? While it sounds simple, adding an inch to the barrel accomplished two major goals critical to a concealed carry user. The longer sight radius helps you get on target more easily and shoot more accurately under adverse conditions. Additionally the little bit of extra weight up front helps to control recoil and muzzle flip, allowing you to place effortless follow-up shots quickly when needed.

Fortunately, for concealed carry use, these improvements don’t come at a penalty. Especially when carrying inside the waistband, the extra barrel length is hardly an issue. Besides, you’ll welcome carrying just two ounces of extra weight in return for the shooting performance benefit.

To make the XD®-S durable, yet portable, we used the right materials for the job.

### Specifications

**9MM**
- 1-7 ROUND FLUSH
- 1-5 ROUND FLUSH
- 21OZ W/Flush MAG / 22OZ W/Mid-MAG
- 4.4”W/Flush MAG / 5”W/Mid-MAG
- 6.3”
- 9”
- 1.16; RIGHT HAND, 6-GROOVE
- 3-DOT DOT IRON W/ FIBER OPTIC FRONT & WHITE DOT REAR

**.45ACP**
- 1-8 ROUND MID-MAG
- 25OZ W/Flush MAG / 26OZ W/Mid-MAG
- 4.4”W/EMPTY FLUSH MAG / 5”W/EMPTY MID-MAG
- 7”
- 9”
- 1.16; RIGHT HAND, 6-GROOVE
- 3-DOT DOT IRON W/ FIBER OPTIC FRONT & WHITE DOT REAR

**.40SW**
- 1-7 ROUND FLUSH
- 23OZ W/Flush MAG / 24OZ W/Mid-MAG
- 4.4”W/Flush MAG / 5”W/Mid-MAG
- 6.3”
- 9”
- 1.16; RIGHT HAND, 6-GROOVE
- 3-DOT DOT IRON W/ FIBER OPTIC FRONT & WHITE DOT REAR

**.45ACP**
- 1-8 ROUND MID-MAG
- 25OZ W/Flush MAG / 26OZ W/Mid-MAG
- 4.4”W/EMPTY FLUSH MAG / 5”W/EMPTY MID-MAG
- 7”
- 9”
- 1.16; RIGHT HAND, 6-GROOVE
- 3-DOT DOT IRON W/ FIBER OPTIC FRONT & WHITE DOT REAR
Springfield Armory®, the same company that brought Point & Shoot Ergonomics™ to the market, is proud to announce the latest evolution of the polymer pistol – the XD® Mod.2™ Sub-Compact in 9MM, .40SW and .45ACP.

Put an XD® Mod.2™ in your hand, and you’ll feel the difference. Equipped with the GripZone®, the XD® Mod.2™ Sub-Compact applies ergonomic science to every surface that touches your hand.

Enter the GripZone®, a set of frame features working in unison to optimize interaction between the human hand and the pistol. Within the GripZone®, there are three distinct textures, each engineered for a specific purpose.

The GripZone® doesn’t stop with new grip textures. The re-contoured, slimmer frame and slide add up to a far more natural grip feel that has nearly twice the magazine capacity and is only 2 tenths of an inch thicker than single stack conceal carry models. The High-Hand™ grip relief and High-Hand™ beavertail enable the hand to be positioned as high as possible toward the barrel bore thereby greatly reducing the pistol’s felt recoil. The no-snag trigger guard minimizes possible unintended contact with a holster or clothing. All of these GripZone® advantages are ergonomic features that you will truly feel. It all adds up to a pistol that naturally and comfortably stays positioned in your hand.

If you are looking for the best solution to shooting comfort, concealability and increased magazine capacity, you’ll want to pick up the new XD® Mod.2™ Sub-Compact.

**CALIBER:**
- 9mm
- .40SW
- .45ACP

**MAGS:**
- 1 - 13 rnd flush
- 1 - 9 rnd flush
- 1 - 9 rnd flush
- 1 - 13 rnd flush
- 1 - 9 rnd flush
- 1 - 13 rnd flush & X-tension™
- 1 - 12 rnd flush
- 1 - 9 rnd flush
- 1 - 12 rnd flush
- 1 - 13 rnd flush & X-tension™
- 1 - 16 rnd full size & X-tension™
- 1 - 12 rnd full size & X-tension™
- 1 - 9 rnd full size & X-tension™
- 1 - 13 rnd full size & X-tension™
- 1 - 16 rnd full size & X-tension™

**WEIGHT:**
- 260z / 270z w/F5 mag & X-TENSION™
- 260z / 270z w/F5 mag & X-TENSION™
- 260z / 270z w/F5 mag & X-TENSION™
- 260z / 270z w/F5 mag & X-TENSION™

**HEIGHT:**
- 4.75” / 5.5” w/F5 mag & X-TENSION™
- 4.75” / 5.5” w/F5 mag & X-TENSION™
- 4.75” / 5.5” w/F5 mag & X-TENSION™
- 4.75” / 5.5” w/F5 mag & X-TENSION™

**LENGTH:**
- 6.25”
- 6.5”
- 6.25”
- 6.5”

**GRIP WIDTH:**
- 1.19”
- 1.19”
- 1.20”

**BARREL:**
- 3” HAMMER FORGED, CARBON STEEL, MELONITE®
- 3” HAMMER FORGED, CARBON STEEL, MELONITE®

**TWIST:**
- 1:10, RIGHT HAND; 6-GROOVE
- 1:10, RIGHT HAND; 6-GROOVE
- 1:16, RIGHT HAND; 6-GROOVE
- 1:16, RIGHT HAND; 6-GROOVE

**SIGNS:**
- 3-DOT IRON W/ FIBER OPTIC FRONT & WHITE DOT REAR
- 3-DOT IRON W/ FIBER OPTIC FRONT & WHITE DOT REAR
For those looking for a handgun equally at home, in a concealed holster or on the shooting range, we offer the XD® Mod.2™ 4-inch service model. Large enough for a full grip, yet slim enough to carry concealed, the service model covers all of the defensive handgun bases.

New for 2016, we’re continuing to offer the service model in 9mm black and bi-tone finishes, but are also adding that ever-popular .40SW option for those who prefer that their calibers start with a “four.” The new Fortress also includes two magazines in the box, and each packs 12 rounds of .40SW plus an extra in the chamber.

Like all XDs, the Mod.2™ Service Model is loaded with safety features. The striker status indicator, loaded chamber indicator, grip safety, internal striker block, and the ultra safety assurance (USA) action trigger system™ all work to make the XD® Mod.2™ Service Model a safe pistol for carry or home.

Even though the Service Model has more to hang on to, we’re intent on making it the most controllable pistol in its class, and that requires smart design. Our High-Hand™ cutouts on the back of the grip and behind the trigger allow you to put support near the bore line to minimize muzzle flip. Carefully shaped thumb depictions provide maximum hand-to-frame contact.

When it comes to choosing a pistol to meet a wide variety of needs, take your pick from one of the new Mod.2™ 4-inch Service models.

The XD® Mod.2™ 5” Tactical Model packs 16 rounds of 9MM ammo in each of its two included stainless steel magazines. While it’s a double stack design, it’s not too thick to carry like so many of our competitors’ models. Measuring just 1.2 inches wide, it’s barely wider than single stack pistols with far lower capacity.

A pistol with a healthy sight radius is easier to shoot under stress, and that’s why we’ve chosen to fit the Mod.2™ Tactical Model with a full five-inch hammer forged carbon steel barrel. It’s treated with Melonite® to stand up to moisture, sweat, and other undesirable conditions over the long haul.

The slide takes most of the day to day wear and tear, so we’ve made sure to construct that from Melonite®-treated carbon steel too. While we always recommend proper caring for your handgun, the Mod.2™ Tactical isn’t one that will require babying. This combat-ready gun is designed to be used, not left in the safe.

The new gripzone® contours and texturing are specifically designed to provide maximum purchase at specific points where your hands and fingers require the most contact. Three different textures provide the perfect hold needed without painful overkill. To us, it’s all about using the best material, in exactly the right place, to achieve the desired result.

When it comes to choosing a pistol to meet a wide variety of needs, take your pick from one of the new Mod.2™ 4-inch Service models.
In 2001, Springfield Armory® took the polymer pistol market to the next level. By combining natural grip ergonomics and the extra features that make a striker fired handgun even safer and easier to use, the XD® redefined how a concealed carry handgun should perform.

We added safety features including a grip safety, similar to those found on 1911s. No levers or switches to remember. Just grasp the gun with a proper firing grip and the safety releases. It's an added layer of security that doesn't get in the way when every movement counts. A striker status indicator tells at a glance or touch whether your XD® is ready to fire.

Even the smallest and most portable member of the XD® family, the three-inch Sub-Compact packs an astounding 13+1 rounds of 9MM ammo into the carry friendly form factor. It's 40SW cousin still manages 9+1 capacity in it's flush magazine configuration. And all that fits into a handgun just 4.75 inches tall. Add the X-Tension™ magazines and not only do you get more hand contact surface area for better control, but you also add an additional three rounds of 9mm or 40SW capacity.

The stunning ammo capacity in such a small package is only surpassed by the compact exterior dimensions. At just 1.2 inches wide and 6.25 inches long, the XD® Sub-Compact is surprisingly easy to conceal.

Sub-Compact are made to carry and finished accordingly. In either caliber, make your choice of black Melonite® carbon steel or stainless steel slide and you won't have to worry about daily wear and tear on your pistol.

Get your hands on an XD® today, and experience what a polymer pistol should be.

---

### X9801HC - 9MM X9802HC - .40SW

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CALIBER</th>
<th>MAGAZINES</th>
<th>WEIGHT</th>
<th>LENGTH</th>
<th>GRIP WIDTH</th>
<th>BARREL</th>
<th>TWIST</th>
<th>SIGHTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9MM</td>
<td>1 - 12 ROUND FULL SIZE MAG &amp; X-TENSION™</td>
<td>26OZ W/ EMPTY FLUSH MAG</td>
<td>3&quot; HAMMER FORGED, CARBON STEEL, MELONITE*</td>
<td>1.20&quot;</td>
<td>3&quot; HAMMER FORGED, CARBON STEEL, MELONITE*</td>
<td>3-DOT IRON WITH WHITE DOTS, FRONT &amp; REAR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.40SW</td>
<td>1 - 12 ROUND FULL SIZE MAG &amp; X-TENSION™</td>
<td>30OZ W/ EMPTY MAG</td>
<td>4&quot; SERVICE MODEL</td>
<td>1.20&quot;</td>
<td>4&quot; HAMMER FORGED, CARBON STEEL, MELONITE*</td>
<td>3-DOT IRON WITH WHITE DOTS, FRONT &amp; REAR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### XD9101HC - 9MM XD9102HC - .40SW

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CALIBER</th>
<th>MAGAZINES</th>
<th>WEIGHT</th>
<th>LENGTH</th>
<th>GRIP WIDTH</th>
<th>BARREL</th>
<th>TWIST</th>
<th>SIGHTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9MM</td>
<td>1 - 10 ROUND FULL SIZE MAG</td>
<td>28OZ W/ EMPTY MAG</td>
<td>2&quot; - 12 ROUND</td>
<td>1.20&quot;</td>
<td>2&quot; - 12 ROUND</td>
<td>3-DOT IRON WITH WHITE DOTS, FRONT &amp; REAR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.40SW</td>
<td>1 - 10 ROUND FULL SIZE MAG</td>
<td>30OZ W/ EMPTY MAG</td>
<td>3-&quot;TENSION™</td>
<td>1.20&quot;</td>
<td>3-&quot;TENSION™</td>
<td>3-DOT IRON WITH WHITE DOTS, FRONT &amp; REAR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### XD9611HC - .45ACP XD9661HC - .45ACP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CALIBER</th>
<th>MAGAZINES</th>
<th>WEIGHT</th>
<th>LENGTH</th>
<th>GRIP WIDTH</th>
<th>BARREL</th>
<th>TWIST</th>
<th>SIGHTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>.45ACP</td>
<td>1 - 10 ROUND FULL SIZE MAG &amp; X-TENSION™</td>
<td>28OZ W/ EMPTY MAG</td>
<td>2&quot; - 12 ROUND</td>
<td>1.20&quot;</td>
<td>2&quot; - 12 ROUND</td>
<td>3-DOT IRON WITH WHITE DOTS, FRONT &amp; REAR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.45ACP</td>
<td>1 - 10 ROUND FULL SIZE MAG &amp; X-TENSION™</td>
<td>30OZ W/ EMPTY MAG</td>
<td>3-&quot;TENSION™</td>
<td>1.20&quot;</td>
<td>3-&quot;TENSION™</td>
<td>3-DOT IRON WITH WHITE DOTS, FRONT &amp; REAR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### XD1901HC - 40SW XD1902HC - .45ACP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CALIBER</th>
<th>MAGAZINES</th>
<th>WEIGHT</th>
<th>LENGTH</th>
<th>GRIP WIDTH</th>
<th>BARREL</th>
<th>TWIST</th>
<th>SIGHTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>40SW</td>
<td>1 - 10 ROUND FULL SIZE MAG</td>
<td>28OZ W/ EMPTY MAG</td>
<td>2&quot; - 12 ROUND</td>
<td>1.20&quot;</td>
<td>2&quot; - 12 ROUND</td>
<td>3-DOT IRON WITH WHITE DOTS, FRONT &amp; REAR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.45ACP</td>
<td>1 - 10 ROUND FULL SIZE MAG</td>
<td>30OZ W/ EMPTY MAG</td>
<td>3-&quot;TENSION™</td>
<td>1.20&quot;</td>
<td>3-&quot;TENSION™</td>
<td>3-DOT IRON WITH WHITE DOTS, FRONT &amp; REAR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Where you point is where you shoot.

---

**4” SERVICE MODEL**

Our most popular and versatile line of XD® pistols is represented by the Full Size Service Models. Large enough for duty, concealed carry, recreational competition, the family offers a wide array of caliber and configuration options. This XD® is the model that started the revolution, but we haven’t let that hold us back from introducing new capabilities.

The basic Service Models include a full-sized frame and a 4-inch barrel. Steel three dot sights use standard dovetail cuts, so you can easily upgrade to the night sights of your choice if so desired.

While the 9mm version started it all, we've since added .40SW, .357 sig and .45ACP as options. Depending on caliber, capacity ranges from 12 to 16 rounds in the two included magazines. The XD® 4-inch Compact Service Model brings .45ACP to a slightly smaller package, offering ten rounds in a flshing fit magazine and 13 with the X-Tension™. While all XD® models feature a number of internal and visible safety mechanisms, some prefer the option of a manually-operated thumb safety, so we added that option to the line too.

As with the XD® Sub-Compact, you can choose between black Melonite® carbon steel or stainless steel slide to complement the black polymer frame. See how it all started and check out the XD® 4” Service Model.
You've heard the saying, "big things often come in small packages." That's exactly what we were going for when we designed the Springfield Armory® XD(M)® 3.8" Compact. Except, in this case, we ended up with a great thing in both a small and medium package.

The XD(M)® 3.8" Compact packs a lot into a small frame measuring just 6.75 inches long, 4.75 inches tall and 1.18 inches wide – a hair larger for the .45ACP version. But thanks to our X-Tension™ magazines included in every box, you can increase both magazine capacity and grip height simply with a mag change. Instantly, you have a gun that's as easy to control as a full size, yet still concealable.

Configure your XD(M)® 3.8" Compact according to your needs, either with the flush magazine mounted for maximum concealment and the X-Tension™ as a spare, or the other way around if you have more carry flexibility. Capacity for a compact is stunning, ranging from 9 to 19 rounds depending on caliber and magazine combination.

As you'd expect, all of the new features of the XD(M)® family are here. Interchangeable backstraps allow you to perfect the fit between your hand and your pistol. As XD(M)® pistols are designed for carry and active use, you'll appreciate the Mega-Lock frame texturing. Add in a match-grade barrel and a safe takedown procedure that does not require pulling the trigger, and you have the XD(M)®.

If you want a gun for daily carry as well as a trip to the range, but you only want to buy one gun, try the XD(M)® 3.8" Compact. You'll be amazed at how controllable it is to shoot and how easy it is to conceal. It's two guns in one.

### XD(M)® 3.8" COMPACT

**Caliber:**
- 9mm
- .40sw
- .45ACP

**Magazines:**
- 2 - 13 rnd flush mag & 1 - 19 rnd full size mag & X-Tension™
- 2 - 16 rnd full size mag & X-Tension™

**Weight:**
- 28oz / 29oz W/FWS & MAG & X-TENSION™
- 27oz / 28oz W/FWS & MAG & X-TENSION™

**Height:**
- 4.75" / 5.75" W/FWS & MAG & X-TENSION™
- 4.75" / 5.75" W/FWS & MAG & X-TENSION™

**Grip Width:**
- 1.18" & 1.26"

**Barrel:**
- 3.8" HAMMER FORGED, CARBON STEEL, MELONITE®

**Twist:**
- 1:10, RIGHT HAND, 6-GROOVE

**Sights:**
- 3-DOT IRON WITH WHITE DOTS, FRONT & REAR

### XD(M)® 3.8" FULL SIZE

**Caliber:**
- 9mm
- .40sw
- .45ACP

**Magazines:**
- 2 - 19 ROUND
- 2 - 16 ROUND

**Weight:**
- 2902W/EMPTY MAG
- 2902W/EMPTY MAG

**Height:**
- 5.75"
- 5.75"

**Length:**
- 6.75" & 6.75"

**Grip Width:**
- 1.18" & 1.18"

**Twist:**
- 1:10, RIGHT HAND, 6-GROOVE

**Barrel:**
- 3.8" HAMMER FORGED, CARBON STEEL, MELONITE®

**Sights:**
- 3-DOT IRON WITH WHITE DOTS, FRONT & REAR

While the XD(M)® 3.8" Compact is defined by the perfect union of a downsized frame to the 3.8-inch barrel, the XD(M)® 3.8" Full Size marries the same match grade barrel to a full size frame, thereby providing more grip area and ammunition capacity. The 3.8" full size is still 6.75 inches long and a swite 1.18 inches wide, yet offers a full inch increase in height. It's all about choosing the right form factor for your particular needs.

As you might guess, magazine capacity expands with that extra inch. The 9mm XD(M)® 3.8" Full Size offers a full 19+1 rounds with two included magazines while the .40sw version stuffs 16+1 cartridges into the same package. You won't be lacking for capacity.

As you'd expect, all of the new features of the XD(M)® family are here. Interchangeable backstraps allow you to perfect the fit between your hand and your pistol. A dual-spring full-length guide rod keeps recoil forces under control and increases comfort and follow-up speed. Add in match-grade everything and a safe takedown procedure that does not require pulling the trigger, and you have the XD(M)®.

Whether you're looking for a pistol based on ergonomics, reliability or features, you're in the right place. It's available in both 9mm and .40sw. See what you're missing and pick up an XD(M)® 3.8" Full Size. It redefines what a polymer pistol can be.
Now Springfield Armory® brings you the sound of silence. Right out of the box, the XD(M)® 4.5" Full Size Threaded Barrel is prepared for attachment of your favorite handgun suppressor.

The 5.28" barrel extends over ¾" from the front of the slide, so no suppressor threading adapter is required, and the threading cuts are standard at ½" x 28 (9mm) and .578" x 28 (.45acp) threads per inch. For unsuppressed shooting, we include a finely serrated thread protector cap that’s easy to install and remove without tools.

The front sight post is extended, rising .365" above the top of the slide. That leaves plenty of clearance to easily see the three dot sights over any suppressor body. The suppressor height rear sight features a square notch flanked by two white dots. To reduce glare, the back surfaces of the front and rear sights are finely serrated. The bottom line? With the XD(M)® Threaded Barrel model, there’s no longer reason to “shoot through” the obstruction of the suppressor body.

Both 9mm and .45ACP models are available with an attractive flat dark earth polymer frame while the forged carbon steel slides are treated with Melonite®.

They’ve lookers, no doubt about that. Like the standard 4.5" XD(M)® pistol, the XD(M)® 4.5" Full Size Threaded Barrel includes all that you would expect from an XD(M)® including a match grade forged hammer barreled, interchangeable backstraps, and classic XD(M)® Point and Shoot Ergonomics™.

XD(M)® 4.5" FULL SIZE THREADEd bArREl

Our full-size offering for duty, home defense, recreation, concealed carry, and all around range fun, this one takes shooting ease to a new level. Physics rules, so the extra surface area and weight of the 7.6-inch length and 5.75-inch height 4.5" model dampen recoil to surprising levels. By now, you probably know we’ve still kept this big capability pistol thin at just 1.18 inches wide and a hair more (1.26 inches) for the .45ACP model.

And that’s not all. The extra slide length allows us to separate the front and rear sights even more, enabling a longer sight radius that makes your job of getting and staying on target much, much easier. Whether yours is for duty use or not, you’ll appreciate the all-steel three dot combat sights. Unlike other polymer sights on competitor models, we want ours to last – forever.

The XD(M)® 4.5" Model comes in 9mm, .40sw, and .45acp should you prefer the big and slow calibers over light and fast. Whatever your caliber choice, you’ll get two magazines in the case. Capacities for the 9mm, .40SW, and .45ACP are 19, 16, and 13 rounds respectively. Like all of our XD(M)® models, the finish is up to you. Choose the black polymer frame mated with a durable Melonite® carbon tsteel slide or the two-tone forged stainless steel version – it’s up to you.

Interchangeable backstraps allow you to perfect the fit between your hand and your pistol. A full-length guide rod keeps recoil forces under control and increases comfort and follow-up speed. Add in match grade barrel and a safe takedown procedure that does not require pulling the trigger, and you have the XD(M)®.

As they say, “go big or go home.” We can help with that.
When you aim for the top, winning is all about gaining that last bit of edge through skill, equipment, and focus. We’ll let you worry about skill and focus, but we’ve designed the Xd(M)® 5.25” Competition Series Model to give you a leg up in the equipment department.

Whether your favorite power factor is Major or Minor, we have caliber options for you in the Xd(M)® 5.25” Competition Series including 9mm, .40sw, and .45ACP. While the match grade barrel measures a full .75 inches longer than our next largest model, the overall length of the Xd(M)® 5.25” Competition Series works out to nearly one-half inch longer at 8.2 inches (slightly longer for the .45ACP). While we wanted to make the sight radius as long as possible for serious competitive speed, the pistol must still be ergonomically perfect.

As you’d expect, we made the sights competition ready. The fiber optic front sight leads into view as you raise the Xd(M)® enabling blazingly fast target acquisition. The rear sight is fully adjustable, so when you find your perfect competition ammunition load, you can dial your pistol into exactly the right point of aim and impact combination that supports your style.

There’s one more tweak we should mention. You might notice that the Xd(M)® 5.25” Competition Series weighs the same in 9mm as the smaller Xd(M)® 4.5” model and only an ounce difference in .40sw and .45ACP. That’s because we lightened the slide on this one for faster cycling. Winning is about speed, right?

If you’re serious about winning, practice, practice, practice. Just be sure to give yourself every advantage in the equipment department. We’re here to help with that.
### EMP® - ENHANCED MICRO PISTOL

Referring to the Enhanced Micro Pistol™ simply as a “downsized” 1911 just wouldn’t be accurate. That’s because it took plenty of effort and ingenuity to make the time-tested 1911 design work perfectly and reliably in a compact 9MM platform. But we did.

In fact, we engineered the EMP® with an all-new patented short action. Seventeen re-designed parts later, the EMP® was born a smaller, more comfortable, and more concealable package optimized for the smaller 9MM cartridge. Among the community those who know, it has earned a reputation as one of the most shootable compact pistols ever.

Like the satisfying “click” made by the closing door on a luxury automobile, you’ll instantly feel the effect of steel, aluminum and wood melded into a seamless composite of comfort and function.

The beautiful Cocobolo wood grips contrast with the forged 416 stainless steel slide and 7075 black anodized aluminum frame to make the EMP® as pleasurable to admire as it is to shoot. Of course, shooting is easy owing to the 1/8” shorter grip and low profile Tritium night sights.

### EMP® 4” LIGHTWEIGHT CHAMPION™

For over 100 years, the 1911 pistol design has earned high praise for its near-perfect ergonomics, reliability, and effectiveness. Springfield Armory® engineered the original EMP® with an all-new patented short action. Seventeen re-designed parts later, the EMP® came out a smaller, more comfortable, and more concealable package optimized for the smaller 9MM and 40SW calibers. Among the community those who know, it has earned a reputation as one of the most shootable compact pistols ever.

The all-new 4” Lightweight Champion™ offers a longer four-inch barrel that presents increased sight radius and more practical accuracy. Let’s not forget the extra velocity the longer barrel adds to any given cartridge.

Better yet, the EMP® 4” offers an extra half inch of height, providing plenty of room for a strong and positive grip. The EMP® 4” is loaded with extras like a fiber optic front sight and two-dot, low-profile combat rear sight for effortless target acquisition. Ambidextrous safety levers, a match-grade barrel, and Posi-Lock™ grip texture to the front strap add extra high value benefits for the serious shooter.

Not only is the new EMP® 4” a controllable gun, it packs ten rounds (in 9MM) plus one more in the chamber. That’s in a slender single stack pistol, not a thicker double stack design. In fact, the new EMP® 4” offers the same reduced grip circumference that made the original so successful.

Looks aren’t everything, but the Cocobolo wood grips and two-tone forged stainless steel slide and black anodized aluminum (9MM) or Carbon Steel Black Armory Kote™ (.40SW) frame make the EMP® a looker sure to turn heads at the range. But you know it’s what’s under the covers that counts.

While the EMP® 4” might be the perfect carry gun, its new size makes it ideal for home defense, concealed carry or a little fun at the range. Pick one up at your local gun store. You’ll feel the difference.

---

**EMP® - ENHANCED MICRO PISTOL**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CALIBER</th>
<th>9MM</th>
<th>.40SW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MAGAZINES:</td>
<td>3 - 9 ROUND</td>
<td>3 - 8 ROUND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEIGHT:</td>
<td>5”</td>
<td>5”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LENGTH:</td>
<td>6.6”</td>
<td>6.6”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TWIST:</td>
<td>1:12”</td>
<td>1:12”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRIP WIDTH:</td>
<td>1”</td>
<td>1”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BARREL:</td>
<td>3” STAINLESS STEEL MATCH GRADE, FULLY SUPPORTED RAMP, BULL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIGHTS:</td>
<td>LOW PROFILE FIXED COMBAT 3-DOT TRITIUM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EMP® 4” LIGHTWEIGHT CHAMPION™**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CALIBER</th>
<th>9MM</th>
<th>.40SW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MAGAZINES:</td>
<td>3 - 10 ROUND</td>
<td>3 - 9 ROUND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEIGHT:</td>
<td>5.5”</td>
<td>5.5”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LENGTH:</td>
<td>7.5”</td>
<td>7.5”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TWIST:</td>
<td>1:16”</td>
<td>1:16”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRIP WIDTH:</td>
<td>1”</td>
<td>1.125”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BARREL:</td>
<td>4” STAINLESS STEEL MATCH GRADE, FULLY SUPPORTED RAMP, BULL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIGHTS:</td>
<td>3-DOT IRON W/ FIBER OPTIC FRONT &amp; WHITE DOT REAR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Back in 1985, we started manufacturing new 1911 pistols for the consumer market. We’ve been working hard to make the best 1911s ever since.

Making them perform on a consistent basis is part of the mission, but identifying the needs and wants of shooters makes up the rest. For that reason, we offer a broad array of models for just about any application.

The Range Officer® Compact models offer similar benefits to the Range Officer® Full-size line, but in a smaller package. Whatever your reason for wanting a smaller, lighter and easier to handle 1911, the Range Officer® Compact might be right for you.

Like its big brother, we make the Compact in both 9MM and .45ACP. Even with its half-inch reduced height, you can still fit eight rounds of 9MM in the magazine plus one in the chamber. The .45ACP version holds six rounds in each of its two included magazines.

While smaller on the outside, the Range Officer® Compact is all business on the inside. The Range Officer® Compact has the same quality forged national match frame and slide as the TRP® 1911 and gets the same amount of attention when it comes to precision fitting slide, frame, and barrel. The four-inch stainless steel ramped bull barrel locks up exactly as intended – every time – because accuracy counts.

The Parkerized finish will stand up to daily carry or training days at the range. The sights are sleek and fast, with a fiber optic up front and a low profile combat sight in the rear that won't snag during the draw.

**CALIBER:**
- 9MM
- .45ACP

**MAGAZINES:**
- 2 - 8 ROUND
- 2 - 6 ROUND

**WEIGHT:**
- 29.5oz w/empty mag
- 28.5oz w/empty mag

**HEIGHT:**
- 5" 5"

**LENGTH:**
- 7.6" 7.6"

**GRIP WIDTH:**
- 1.32" 1.32"

**TWIST:**
- 1:16; LEFT HAND; 6-GROOVE
- 1:16; LEFT HAND; 6-GROOVE

**BARREL:**
- 4" STAINLESS STEEL MATCH GRADE, FULLY SUPPORTED RAMP, BULL

**SIGHTS:**
- 3-DOT IRON W/ FIBER OPTIC FRONT & WHITE DOT REAR

Our Range Officer® Champion™ is a perfect fit for those looking for a concealable 1911 that won't weigh them down. While a normal, all steel 1911 can weigh over two and a half pounds empty, the 9mm Champion™ tips the scales at just 31.5 ounces. The .45ACP model weighs in even less at just 30 ounces, thanks to the bigger hole in the barrel. That's quite a difference when it's on the hip all day.

While the overall height is the same as that of the Range Officer® Operator™, the Champion™ includes a four inch stainless steel match grade barrel as opposed to the Government size five inch barrel. In the Champion™, we use a bull barrel fitted to the slide that houses a supported ramp to save wear and tear on the frame over time. As a result, we can use lighter weight forged aluminum for the frame. That helps us shave weight for its intended carry mission.

**CALIBER:**
- 9MM
- .45ACP

**MAGAZINES:**
- 2 - 8 ROUND
- 2 - 7 ROUND

**WEIGHT:**
- 31.5oz w/empty mag
- 30oz w/empty mag

**HEIGHT:**
- 5.5" 5.5"

**LENGTH:**
- 7.6" 7.6"

**GRIP WIDTH:**
- 1.32" 1.32"

**TWIST:**
- 1:16; LEFT HAND; 6-GROOVE
- 1:16; LEFT HAND; 6-GROOVE

**BARREL:**
- 4" STAINLESS STEEL MATCH GRADE, FULLY SUPPORTED RAMP, BULL

**SIGHTS:**
- 3-DOT IRON W/ FIBER OPTIC FRONT & WHITE DOT REAR

The sights are all business, with a fiber optic up front and a low profile combat sight in the rear. We don’t want to sacrifice strength for looks; our recoil system fulfills our promise to shooters. The sights and rails effectively carry the gun’s weight, and it will still function if you have to use your hands to carry it around.

The Range Officer® Champion™ is available in 9mm and .45ACP. Both models ship with two magazines, seven rounds each for the .45ACP and nine rounds for the 9MM. Even though the Range Officer® Champion™ is smaller and lighter, you won’t have to sacrifice capacity for carry convenience.
The 9mm Range Officer® is topped with a fully-adjustable rear steel barrel and bushing, and you have a pistol that shoots well beyond its precision fit as these pistols, too. Add in the same match grade stainless steel barrel and bushing, and the Champion™ Operator® has the same quality forged national match Armory® frame and slide as the Trophy Match™ and TRP™ 1911s. It gets the same experience of the classic 4 inch 1911. The beavertail grip safety, flat mainspring housing, lightweight Delta™ hammer, extended ambidextrous thumb safeties, and extended trigger give you all the ergonomic advantages you want in a carry pistol. The 3-Dot Tritium combat sights mean that the Champion™ Operator® is ready for any condition. A carry gun also has to be reliable. Thanks to the lowered and flared ejection port, fully supported ramped match grade barrel and proprietary dual captive recoil system, the Champion™ Operator® is guaranteed to perform when you need it most. And the Forged Carbon Steel, Black Armory® Kote™ slide and Forged Aluminum Alloy w/Integral Accessory Rail, Black Hardcoat Anodized frame will keep it performing for years to come.

You can carry the Champion™ Operator® with you all day, appreciating its smaller size and standard capacity. Then slide your favorite tactical light on the rail, and put it on your nightstand. When you need a feature-packed 1911 for night and day, reach for the Champion™ Operator®.

A 1911 chambered in 9mm makes for a very pleasurable shooting experience. An accurate 1911 in 9mm is even more enjoyable. If you want to get into the game and bring a gun that will surprise you with its performance, try the 9mm Range Officer®…are you ready?™

If you aren’t ready to break the bank, then the Springfield Armory® 1911A1 Mil-Spec might be what you’re looking for. Now 105 years old, the 1911 is still demanding to be heard. Yes, we’ve made improvements and upgrades, but the core essence still shines through. Thanks to the writings of Italo Calvino, once said, “A classic is a book that has never finished saying what it has to say.” We think that sentiment applies to classic pistols too.

Now 105 years old, the 1911 is still demanding to be heard. Yes, we’ve made improvements and upgrades, but the core essence still shines through. If you appreciate a good classic, check out our 1911 Mil-Spec family. We’ve modeled these two pistols after the 1920s revisions of the original GI issue design, so you’ll find an arched mainspring housing along with a short trigger. Like the original 1911-A1, you’ll also notice that the grip safety is flat — no new “memory bump” here.

The sights are also similar, but not exact to the originals. While they look the part, you’ll find three dots for a brighter sight picture. Hey, we had to make some improvements.

Just because we kept to some of the old-school design concepts doesn’t mean we have to avoid the use of modern refinements and manufacturing advances. We forge both frame and slide from stainless steel and then dress up the surfaces. Barrels are, of course, match grade stainless steel. We also lowered and flared the ejection port for improved reliability.

For grips, we include Cocobolo for comfort and appearance and you’ll notice the distinctive Springfield Armory® crossed cannons emblazoned on each. If you want to dress your Mil-Spec more to its original role, we include a pair of black composite grips in the box too.

One more thing. As these are the Mil-Spec models, they’re currently offered in .45ACP only, because some things you just can’t change and still call them Mil-Spec.
New for 2016 is the 1911 Range Officer® Operator model. We’ve kept the same great “under the hood” features that made the original Range Officer® great, but added features to turn this pistol into a formidable self-defense pistol for carry or home use.

The five inch barrel with fully supported ramp provides an extended sight radius, making your job of getting fast hits on target even easier. Speaking of sights, the front is a shielded fiber optic tube while the rear is a low profile combat style that won’t snag during the draw.

There’s no reason a functional combat gun can’t look good. The 1911 Range Officer® Operator® sports a Parkerized finish that looks sharp and will ward off corrosion and rust. Checkered Cocobolo grips provide a firm hold without shredding carry holsters and clothes.

Serious 1911 fighting features are all there too. The classic flat mainspring housing is checkered for positive grip, and the extended beavertail safety includes a memory bump for positive activation. Add a long aluminum match grade trigger, skeletonized hammer, and rail for light or laser and this pistol is good to go.

When it’s time to get down to business, place your trust in a gun that’s built for the task. Try the Range Officer® Operator®. Are You Ready™

**Range Officer® Full Size**

Stainless is in! New arrivals for 2016 in the Range Officer® Full Size family include a pair of stainless frame and slide beauties chambered in 9mm and .45ACP, just like their older siblings. And like their Parked predecessors, these new models offer the Range Officer® features you would expect.

A fiber optic front sight provides great recreational or competitive visibility while the fully adjustable target rear sight allows the shooter to customize exact point of impact to their preference and selected ammunition. A five to six-pound match grade trigger provides the crisp release necessary to bring maximum accuracy from those precise sights.

Don’t worry, we kept the Cocobolo grips just like they were – because they look great on the new stainless steel frames and feel great too. As a range and competition pistol, we’ve also kept the lines simple, so you’ll find the safety on one side only. With less clutter on the frame, you’ll have less trouble holding that perfect grip while focusing on your targets.

With the new 1911 arrivals, the Range Officer® Full Size family now includes six, with two each chambered in 9mm and .45ACP. The nines come with two nine-round magazines for a total capacity of 10+1. The forty-fives include two seven-round magazines.

Regardless of your choice of finish, Range Officer® Full Size models share the important features under the covers. It all starts with the same forged frame and slide that we use on our high-end Trophy Match™ and TRP™ pistols. From there, we add match grade stainless steel barrels and fitted bushings. The 9mm version features a fully supported ramp – of course.

Want a pistol that shoots far down range of its price tag? Check out a Range Officer®.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CALIBER: 9MM</th>
<th>.45ACP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MAGAZINES:</td>
<td>2 - 9 ROUND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 - 7 ROUND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEIGHT:</td>
<td>41OZ W/EWMPY MAG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>40OZ W/EWMPY MAG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TWIST:</td>
<td>1:16, LEFT HAND, 6-GROOVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1:16, LEFT HAND, 6-GROOVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRIP WIDTH:</td>
<td>1.32&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.32&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIGHTS:</td>
<td>3-DOT IRON W/ FIBER OPTIC FRONT &amp; WHITE DOT REAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5 STAINLESS STEEL MATCH GRADE, FULLY SUPPORTED RAMP (9MM) / STAINLESS STEEL MATCH GRADE (.45ACP)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CALIBER: 9MM</th>
<th>.45ACP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MAGAZINES:</td>
<td>2 - 9 ROUND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 - 7 ROUND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEIGHT:</td>
<td>41OZ W/EWMPY MAG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>40OZ W/EWMPY MAG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TWIST:</td>
<td>1:16, LEFT HAND, 6-GROOVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1:16, LEFT HAND, 6-GROOVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRIP WIDTH:</td>
<td>1.32&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.32&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIGHTS:</td>
<td>FIBER OPTIC FRONT &amp; FULLY ADJ. TARGET REAR (STAINLESS) / FULLY ADJ. TARGET REAR DOVETAIL FRONT (PARKERIZED)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the post-war years, as 1911s became increasingly common in the civilian market, shooters and custom shops found new ways to upgrade their 45s. Uncle Sam’s original spec sheet was a one-size fits all. But the 1911-loving public quickly figured out that America’s favorite autoloader could be improved with customization. The Loaded Series from Springfield Armory® brings you the culmination of those lessons. These pistols are loaded with all the features a 1911 should have. Whether you’re looking for a pistol to use for target practice or home defense, you’ll appreciate the extended ambidextrous thumb safety found on all Loaded 1911s. Likewise, the ergonomic beavertail grip safety, lightweight Delta™ hammer and extended trigger enhance handling and performance in any situation. But not every feature does all jobs, and so the Loaded Series is a diverse lineup. The variety of finishes, frames, calibers and sights means that there is a Loaded 1911 designed to handle your intended application. If you’re ready for a 1911 that brings you upgraded features without a custom shop price tag, look into the Loaded Series. When you first handle a new TRP™, you’ll find everything is tight, and that’s by design. All major components including frame, slide, barrel & bushing are ever so carefully machined. As a result, you’ll find that your TRP™ is reliable from round one. The TRP™ is designed to stay right where it belongs, in your hand, under the worst of environments. 20-lpi checkering on the front and backstrap provide purchase on the steel surfaces while aggressive G10 grips work equally well shooting with bare hands or gloves. Professionals demand a precise trigger, so we’ve included a match grade trigger that breaks crisply between 4.5 and 5 pounds. When the last shot is gone, you’ll appreciate the ease and speed of reloads thanks to the easy to find magazine well extension. The TRP™ is a family, with models offering Picatinny rails (full-length if you like), or smooth dust covers. You can also choose between low-profile combat and adjustable sights. Given the TRP™’s serious role, they’re all tritium powered. For ease of maintenance, choose between the nearly indestructible black Armory Kote™ or stainless steel finish.

CALIBER: .45ACP
MAGAZINES: 2 - 7 ROUND / 2 - 8 ROUND W/SLAM PAD - PX9105LLP
WEIGHT: 34OZ (PX9116LP) / 44OZ (PX9105LLLP) / 40OZ (PX9110MLP) / 40OZ (PX9151LP & PX9109LP) W/EMPTY MAG
HEIGHT: 5.5” / 5.7” (PX9105LLP)
WEIGHT: 8.6’’
GRIP WIDTH: 1.32”
TWIST: 1:16 LEFT HAND, 6-GROOVE
BARREL: 5” STAINLESS STEEL MATCH GRADE, FULLY SUPPORTED RAMPS BULL (PX9116LP) / STAINLESS STEEL MATCH GRADE
SIGHTS: LOW PROFILE FIXED COMBAT 3-DOT TRITIUM / LOW PROFILE FIXED COMBAT 3-DOT (PX9151LP)

CALIBER: .45ACP
MAGAZINES: 2 - 7 ROUND W/SLAM PAD
WEIGHT: 45OZ (PC9105LCA) / 51OZ (PC9105LCP) / 40OZ (PC9108LP & PC9107LP) W/EMPTY MAG
HEIGHT: 5.7”
WEIGHT: 8.6’’
GRIP WIDTH: 1.32”
TWIST: 1:16 LEFT HAND, 6-GROOVE
BARREL: 5” STAINLESS STEEL MATCH GRADE, FULLY ADJUSTABLE 3-DOT TRITIUM / LOW PROFILE FIXED COMBAT 3-DOT TRITIUM (PC9105LP & PC9107LP)
SIGHTS: LOW PROFILE FIXED COMBAT 3-DOT TRITIUM (PC9105LLP & PC9105LP) / LOW PROFILE FIXED COMBAT 3-DOT TRITIUM (PC9108LP & PC9107LP)
**One of the last True custom shops..**

For More Options Please Contact Springfield Custom™

One of the last True custom shops.

For More Options Please Contact Springfield Custom™

Phone: 800.617.6751 • email: customssp.com

**CUSTOM OPERATOR® PC9112TB**

Built for serious end users this custom constructed 1911 is all business from its forged light rail frame to the “hard fit” NM threaded barrel. This suppressor ready pistol features a precision machined low mount red dot electronic sighting system as well as redundant backup iron sights.

**XD(M)® COMPACT CARRY**

XCM9101

This custom shop offering is the ultimate in hi capacity concealment pistols. Available in 9mm/.40/.45ACP chambering. With a custom tuned 4.5 lb action job, Tritium night sights and a custom hand crafted X-Tremeflauge finish.

Available on XD®, XD(M)®, and XD® Mod.2™ platforms.

**DISTINGUISHED BIANCHI / STEEL PC9201**

Intended for professional shooters that participate at the highest levels of competition. This pistol can be configured for the open division of the USPSA Steel Challenge (as shown) or configured for NRA Action Pistol open division (The Bianchi Cup). Or for the most discriminating shooters that are looking for the ultimate “Blaster” for off the chart fun!

**DISTINGUISHED CLASSIC PC9404DC**

This beauty embodies Classic old school styling with state of the art components to provide the ultimate 1911 experience. If you are a 1911 connoisseur consider treating yourself to this work of art. From its deep charcoal blue finish, to its elegant lines, to its world class accuracy, a more finely crafted, hand fitted 1911 cannot be purchased. No bragging, just fact...!

**SINGLE STACK CLASSIC PC955C**

Designed and built for World Champion shooter Rob Leatham this pistol takes action shooting to a whole other level. This Pistol incorporates every feature and option allowed in the Single Stack division of the USPSA. This pistol lives up to its reputation. Rob Leatham has won the Single Stack Nationals an astounding 17 times with this great pistol platform. Commission the world class craftsmen at Springfield Custom™ to build your championship winning pistol.

**FBi Professional Model™ W/ RAIL**

PC9111LR (Available Without Rail PC9111)

The “Holy Grail” of Custom hand crafted 1911’s. This is it! The actual pistol built for the FBI regional SWAT teams. These pistols have been fielded not only by the FBI SWAT/HRT (Hostage Rescue Team), but the US Marshalls SOG, DEA, USMC, to name a few. No other 1911 has gone through such extensive testing and evaluation as the FBI Pro...Even This pistol meets or exceeds all of the requirements of FBI contract JFBI1204T.

**FBI Professional Model™ Custom Operator®**

PC9111LR (Available Without Rail PC9111)

The “Holy Grail” of Custom hand crafted 1911’s. This is it! The actual pistol built for the FBI regional SWAT teams. These pistols have been fielded not only by the FBI SWAT/HRT (Hostage Rescue Team), but the US Marshalls SOG, DEA, USMC, to name a few. No other 1911 has gone through such extensive testing and evaluation as the FBI Pro...Even This pistol meets or exceeds all of the requirements of FBI contract JFBI1204T.

**PC9111LR (Available Without Rail PC9111)**

This pistol incorporates every feature and option allowed in the Single Stack division of the USPSA. This pistol lives up to its reputation. Rob Leatham has won the Single Stack Nationals an astounding 17 times with this great pistol platform. Commission the world class craftsmen at Springfield Custom™ to build your championship winning pistol.

**PC9112TB**

Built for serious end users this custom constructed 1911 is all business from its forged light rail frame to the “hard fit” NM threaded barrel. This suppressor ready pistol features a precision machined low mount red dot electronic sighting system as well as redundant backup iron sights.

**XCM9101**

This custom shop offering is the ultimate in hi capacity concealment pistols. Available in 9mm/.40/.45ACP chambering. With a custom tuned 4.5 lb action job, Tritium night sights and a custom hand crafted X-Tremeflauge finish.

Available on XD®, XD(M)®, and XD® Mod.2™ platforms.

**PC9201**

Intended for professional shooters that participate at the highest levels of competition. This pistol can be configured for the open division of the USPSA Steel Challenge (as shown) or configured for NRA Action Pistol open division (The Bianchi Cup). Or for the most discriminating shooters that are looking for the ultimate “Blaster” for off the chart fun!

**PC9404DC**

This beauty embodies Classic old school styling with state of the art components to provide the ultimate 1911 experience. If you are a 1911 connoisseur consider treating yourself to this work of art. From its deep charcoal blue finish, to its elegant lines, to its world class accuracy, a more finely crafted, hand fitted 1911 cannot be purchased. No bragging, just fact...!

**PC955C**

Designed and built for World Champion shooter Rob Leatham this pistol takes action shooting to a whole other level. This Pistol incorporates every feature and option allowed in the Single Stack division of the USPSA. This pistol lives up to its reputation. Rob Leatham has won the Single Stack Nationals an astounding 17 times with this great pistol platform. Commission the world class craftsmen at Springfield Custom™ to build your championship winning pistol.

**PC9111LR (Available Without Rail PC9111)**

This pistol incorporates every feature and option allowed in the Single Stack division of the USPSA. This pistol lives up to its reputation. Rob Leatham has won the Single Stack Nationals an astounding 17 times with this great pistol platform. Commission the world class craftsmen at Springfield Custom™ to build your championship winning pistol.

**PC9111LR (Available Without Rail PC9111)**

This pistol incorporates every feature and option allowed in the Single Stack division of the USPSA. This pistol lives up to its reputation. Rob Leatham has won the Single Stack Nationals an astounding 17 times with this great pistol platform. Commission the world class craftsmen at Springfield Custom™ to build your championship winning pistol.
The SOCOM 16 is designed for a compact tactical rifle, with a 16-inch barrel that provides plenty of stopping power for close-range engagements. The 16-inch barrel is mated to the gas system with a proprietary muzzle brake to reduce felt recoil and maintain a flat muzzle rise, allowing for easy follow-up shots. The enlarged ghost-ring aperture rear sight and XS front sight with tritium insert provide quick target acquisition indoors or out.

The SOCOM 16 features Springfield Armory's forward scout-style picatinny mount, allowing for the addition of optics and accessories. The rifle also comes with a custom ballistic nylon tactical case, owners manual storage, and pockets for up to three magazines.

If your mission requirements call for a compact tactical rifle, but won't let you sacrifice power, you need the SOCOM 16. Bring Enough Gun™.
**MA SCOUT SQUAD™**

In the field, truck, or brush, the classic scout-style rifle is right at home. Plenty of power, but packaged in a shorter and handier package, a good scout rifle can get you out of a jam when the chips are down. Most classic scouts are bolt operated, but we decided to create one that offers the full benefit of the proven M1A™ semi-automatic action so our customers will never feel undergunned.

In support of the faster “both eyes open” nature of a scout rifle, we added a forward Picatinny rail segment well in front of the receiver. It’s the perfect location to add a red dot or extended relief optic. Trust us on this one, raising the rifle and getting sights on target is blazingly fast. The Springfield Armory® M1A™ Scout Squad™ rifle is designed for tough environments, so you’ll also find classic M1A™ steel sights - an adjustable .0690” diameter military aperture rear sight and .062” front sight blade. That’s protected by sturdy steel wings so you won’t knock it out of alignment in the field.

All M1A™ Scout Squad™ rifles feature an 18-inch carbon steel barrel with a 1 in 11” twist to stabilize properly your choice of 7.62x51 NATO / .308Win ammunition. Don’t fret about recoil in this compact rifle - we’ve designed a custom muzzle brake to keep you on target for fast follow up shots.

Whatever your intended use, we offer a finish for you. The M1A™ Scout Squad™ is available with a traditional Walnut stock or your choice of black, flat dark earth, or Mossy Oak® camo composite. Why choose between power and portability? Choose both with the Springfield Armory® M1A™ Scout Squad™ rifle.

**MA STANDARD**

We’re proud to continue the great traditions started with the M1 Garand and later Springfield Armory® M1A. Adapted by the US military in 1959, the M14 brought rugged reliability and fight-stopping effectiveness to our troops.

Just four years after its “official” retirement party, the new Springfield Armory® accepted the challenge of bringing this classic design into the new millennium. We only say “official” because our troops in the field keep coming back to the proven rifle that can reach out with authority. That’s saying something.

Now a commercial product, the M1A™ family has found new homes everywhere from the recreational range, to the field, and to the National Match competition lines at Camp Perry.

The M1A™ Standard Series is a faithful semi-auto only recreation of the original M14. The classic features are all there just as you would expect. The M1A™ Standard includes a 10-round detachable box magazine, but compatible ones are readily available in smaller and larger capacities. If you were ever issued an M14, you’ll feel right at home operating the op-rod and roller cam bolt. If you weren’t, you’ll quickly grow spoiled by the smooth and positive action.

All M1A™ Standard models feature a 22-inch carbon steel barrel topped with a front sight mounted way up front to provide maximum sight radius.

While they’re all M1A™ Standards, we’ve stretched the box boundaries a bit and now offer a choice of six different stock finish options. It’s hard to argue with the classic Walnut, but if you prefer, there are five composition stocks from which to choose: black, flat dark earth, olive drab, Highlander camo, and Mossy Oak® camo.

We bring Enough Gun™. Bring the Springfield Armory® M1A™.

---

**SPECIFICATIONS**

**MA SCOUT SQUAD™**

- **CALIBER**: 7.62x51 NATO (.308Win)
- **WEIGHT**: 9.3 lbs (Walnut) / 8.8 lbs (Composite)
- **LENGTH**: 44.33”

**MA STANDARD**

- **CALIBER**: 7.62x51 NATO (.308Win)
- **WEIGHT**: 9.3 lbs (Walnut) / 8.8 lbs (Composite)
- **LENGTH**: 44.33”

---

**MAGAZINES**

- **1 - 10 ROUND, PARKERIZED STEEL**
- **BARREL**: 18”; BUTTON RIFLED, 1 in 11” TWIST, RH, 6-GROOVE, PARKERIZED CARBON STEEL

**SIGHTS**

- FRONT: MILITARY SQUARE POST, NATIONAL MATCH .062 BLADE
- REAR: MILITARY APERTURE, .0090” W/ MOA ADJUSTMENT FOR BOTH WINCHESE AND ELEVATION
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**MA LOADED**

While the specific features of each member of the M1A™ Loaded family vary, the important elements remain consistent. It's still an M1A™, just a souped up model ready for maximum performance and accuracy. Whether you use it on the firing line of Camp Perry or at your local range is up to you.

To help the shooter perform to their top level, we’ve added a National Match tuned 4.5-5 lb two-stage trigger. A crisp and predictable brake makes it easy to keep sights on target during that critical moment.

A National Match front blade measures .062” wide to provide a crisp front sight picture while a non-hooded National Match .0520” aperture aid in precise target acquisition. The front sight is windage adjustable while the rear aperture offers both windage and elevation adjustments - one-half minute of angle for windage and one minute of angle for elevation.

M1A™ Loaded models are available in a variety of stock configurations including composite precision adjustable, traditional composite, and of course, classic Walnut. You don’t have to sacrifice the traditional look and feel of the M1A™ to take its performance to the next level, just check out a member of the M1A™ Loaded family.

Still chambered in the potent 7.62x51mm (.308Win) caliber, the M1A™ Loaded packs everything you need for precision shooting whether that be on the competition firing line or in the field.

Accuracy starts with the bore, so we've built the Loaded with a 22” stainless steel or carbon steel-national match barrel. A 1:11 right-hand twist rate with six grooves optimizes stability for match grade ammunition. To make sure all is perfect, we even air gauge the barrel to guarantee consistency.

Getting a crisp sight picture is easy with the M1A™ Loaded. The front National Match sight blade measures .062” and pairs with an adjustable .052” rear aperture.

The flat dark earth adjustable stock isn’t your father’s Walnut. The length of pull and cheek weld are easily adjustable while a generous swelled pistol grip offers a flat base for firing hand stability.

While a rifle may be accurate, it’s hard to derive maximum performance without a quality trigger – that’s the last point of interface between the shooter’s skills and the result on target. For that reason, we include a two-stage, National Match tuned trigger that breaks between 4.5 and 5 pounds. It's heavy enough for duty use, but light and crisp for the competitive circuit.

---

**CALIBER** - 7.62x51 NATO (.308Win)
**WEIGHT** - 9.8 lbs (walnut) / 9.3 lbs (composite)
**LENGTH** - 44.33” / 41.25” (NY compliant)
**MAGAZINES** - 1 - 10 round, Parkerized steel
**BARREL** - 22", button rifled, 1 in 11” twist, RH, 6-groove, Walnut, NM med. weight park. Carbon or SS
**SIGHTS** - FRONT: National Match .062 blade REAR: NM grade (non hooped 0520) aperture with 1/2 MOA adjustment for windage and MOA for elevation

---

**CALIBER** - 7.62x51 NATO (.308Win)
**WEIGHT** - 11.25 lbs
**LENGTH** - 45” - 46.25”
**MAGAZINES** - 1 - 10 round, PARKERIZED STEEL
**BARREL** - 22", button rifled, 1 in 11” twist, RH, 6-groove, Walnut, NM med. weight, PARKERIZED CARBON STEEL OR STAINLESS STEEL
**SIGHTS** - FRONT: National Match .062 blade REAR: NM grade (non hooped 0520) aperture with 1/2 MOA adjustment for windage and MOA for elevation

---

**CALIBER** - 7.62x51 NATO (.308Win)
**WEIGHT** - 11.25 lbs
**LENGTH** - 45” - 46.25”
**MAGAZINES** - 1 - 10 round, PARKERIZED STEEL
**BARREL** - 22", button rifled, 1 in 11” twist, RH, 6-groove, NM med. weight, PARKERIZED CARBON STEEL OR STAINLESS STEEL
**SIGHTS** - FRONT: National Match .062 blade REAR: NM grade (non hooped 0520) aperture with 1/2 MOA adjustment for windage and MOA for elevation

---
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When you're serious about gaining that last bit of performance required to take the top prize, you need your equipment to match your skills. That's what the M1A® National Match family is all about.

Everything about the National Match is designed for victory.

First, the action is glass bedded into the walnut stock, providing a stable and repeatable firing platform for consistent accuracy. As a result, the 22-inch medium weight National Match barrel starts and finishes each shot exactly the same, so you know that if you do your job, this rifle will perform, shot after shot.

The rear aperture is downsized to .0595". By design, you'll sacrifice a little extra field of view, but in return for an even sharper sight picture at long iron sights distances.

By the way, the rear aperture is hooded to minimize glare and distraction. For more precise windage and elevation control, both rear aperture adjustments move in increments of just one-half minute of angle, so you can place your shots accurately in virtually any conditions.

Under the hood, you'll find a National Match recoil spring guide and unitized gas cylinder that ensure the rifle will operate with reliable accuracy. The bottom line? When you're ready to win, check out the Springfield Armory® National Match M1A®.

When winning isn't good enough, and you're ready to dominate the firing line, turn to our M1A® Super Match.

For the stock, take your pick from our oversized Walnut or the McMillan fiberglass version. Both offer generous palm support for improved stability and control.

As with the National Match models, we painstakingly bed the M1A® Super Match action to the stock for perfect repeatability. However, at this level, we choose to install a Douglas heavy match barrel. It's the heaviest, and still legal service rifle, match grade barrel that we can fit into the M1A® platform. On careful inspection, you'll also notice that the twist rate is 1:10" as opposed to our standard 1:11". That's to properly stabilize the .308 win match bullets we recommend. The Super Match M1A® also features a National Match recoil spring guide and a match tuned gas cylinder. Add the match tuned 4.5 - 5lb two-stage trigger, .0595" hooded rear aperture (.5 MOA adjustable) and .062" front sight, and the resultant rifle will blow away the competition with its precision and accuracy.

When you pick up the M1A® Super Match, you'll feel the difference. This rifle weighs in at a hefty 12.2 pounds because stability is everything at this level. If you're ready to take your match performance to the highest possible levels, then you're ready to dominate with the Super Match M1A®.

Oh, and the best part? All we've done to the M1A® Super Match is service rifle competition legal. Go get 'em.
For those who need the absolute precision of the M1A™ Super Match for a more tactical application, we offer the M1A™ M21™ Tactical.

In a nutshell, it includes the same tack-driving accuracy features of our top tier competition rifles, but in a package ready for even more serious applications.

Choose from two different barrel approaches to the M21™, both with adjustable Walnut stocks offering a six way adjustable comb to set perfect cheek weld depending on your choice of sighting method.

The first choice offers a Douglas carbon steel heavy match barrel with six grooves. Or, if you prefer, pick the Krieger stainless steel 4-groove heavy match barrel. Like the M1A™ Super Match competition rifles, both are 22 inches long and feature a 1:10” right-hand twist rate.

To make the M21™ sing at ranges far past what the naked eye can handle, consider adding the optional scope mount and premium optic of your choice. For back up iron sighting, we don’t skimp. The M21™ Tactical models feature the same match grade hooded aperture set.

For its intended tactical use, you’ll also appreciate some weight savings over the M1A™ Super Match. The M21™ weighs in at 11.6 pounds. It’s stable to shoot, but easier on the back.

When it’s time to get serious, don’t choose a rifle that will let you down. The M1A™ M21™ combines our very best 21st century innovation with the battle-hardened reliability of the M14 to give you a rifle that will perform when you need it most.

**SA9131 Adjustable Walnut Stock**

**SA9721 Adjustable Walnut Stock**

(Shown with optional scope mount)
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